A grid equivalence is given by the three grid moves commutation, stabilization and cyclic permutation. This paper simplifies this equivalence by proving that cyclic permutation is a sequence of stabilization and commutation grid moves.
Introduction
A grid diagram is a two dimensional square grid such that each square within the grid is decorated with an x, o or is left blank. This is done in a manner such that every column and every row has exactly one x and one o decoration. The grid number of a grid diagram is the number of columns (or rows) in the grid. See Figure 1 for an example. This paper follows the grid notation by Manolescu, Ozsváth, Sarkar and Thurston in [4] (see also [3] ) with the convention that the rows and columns are numbered top to bottom and left to right, respectively. A grid diagram is associated with a knot by connecting the x and o decorations in each column and row by a straight line with the convention that vertical lines crosses over horizontal lines. These lines form strands of the knot, and removing the grid leaves a projection of the knot. As a result, grid diagrams represent particular planar projections of knots. This process is illustrated in Figure 2 .
It is important to note that within a grid, the same grid diagram can be generated by two different choices of x and o labeling. Also, because grid diagrams are square and the projection of any knot is equivalent for any choice of orientation, any result for a grid Figure 2 diagram need only be established in one direction. Then by the appropriate change of grid orientation, i.e. reversing the notions of right and left, up and down, all other directions of the established result are understood. These two properties are referred to as grid symmetry.
There are three grid moves used to relate grid diagrams: commutation, cyclic permutation and stabilization. These play a role analogous to the Reidemeister moves for knot diagrams. [6] . Following the notation from [4] , the three grid moves are as follows:
(1) Commutation interchanges two consecutive rows or columns of a grid diagram.
This move preserves the grid number as shown in Figure 3 . Even though commutation may be defined for any two rows or columns, it is only permitted if the two rows or columns are non-nested , reffer to Section 2 for details. Throughout the introduction, it is assumed that all commutation moves are nonnested. and o decorations appropriately. See Figure 5 . To add a kink to a row, switch the notions of column and row. To remove a kink, follow these instructions in reverse order. As shown, adding a kink increases the grid number by 1 while removing a kink reduces the grid number by 1. The following theorem, due to Cromwell [1] and Dynnicov [2] , explicates the relationship between grid diagrams, knots and the three grid moves. In other words, the three grid moves form an equivalence relation on the set of grids diagrams. Two grid diagrams are equivalent if there exists a series of grid moves to relate the diagrams. Or, two grid diagrams are equivalent if they represent equivalent knots. The equivalence of knots is created by the Reidemeister moves, conventionally.
Grid diagrams have become increasingly widespread since the use of grids to give a combinatorial definition of knot Floer homology [4] [5] . Since the three grid moves form a knot equivalence, grids are useful for proving knot invariances. The purpose of this paper is to simplify the equivalence of grid diagrams by reducing the number of required grid moves, thus reducing the sufficient conditions for proving knot invariances from grids. This gives rise to the following theorem.
Theorem 1.2
There exists a sequence of commutation and stabilization grid moves that perform the cyclic permutation grid move.
Theorem 1.2 simplifies the grid equivalence described in Theorem 1.1 so that two grid diagrams are equivalent if there exists a sequence of commutation and stabilization grid moves to relate the two diagrams. However useful cyclic permutation is in practice, it is not necessary for grid equivalence or knot invariances from grid diagrams.
Organization of the paper. To prove Theorem 1.2 , Section 2 addresses a subtlety of the commutation grid move required to preserve grid equivalence. Then, Section 3 details the cyclic permutation grid move to establish a foundation for the proof. Section 4 introduces four intermediate grid moves that when applied sequentially perform a cyclic permutation in terms of commutations and stabilizations. Lastly, Section 5 formalizes the proof of Theorem 1.2.
Notation. The word grid will be used synonymously with grid diagram throughout the paper.
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Commutation in Detail
The commutation grid move is defined to interchange any two consecutive rows or columns in a grid. However, in some instances, commutation does not preserve the equivalence class of the knot represented by the grid, i.e. commutation can discontinuously altering crossing information. These instances are known as nested columns or rows. Grids are useful as a representation of knot projections with an equivalence relation generated by the grid moves, so it is important to note in nested scenarios, commutation does not preserve the equivalence relation of grids.
To identify all nested scenarios, by the symmetry of grids, it suffices to consider when two columns are nested. The relative positions of the x and o markers in consecutive columns determine whether the columns are nested. There are only 4 possible relative positions of two consecutive columns, up to different x and o labeling and exact spacing. Denote these possibilities as non-shared , total-shared ,partial-shared and point-shared , see Figure 6 .
Lemma 2.1 Partial-shared columns are nested. Proof To prove these conditions are not nested columns, consider the knot associated with the grid. The following will show that the associated knot is only altered by a Reidemeister I, Reidemeister II or isotpy, thus preserving the knot equivalence class. Proof This column could be non-shared, point-shared or total-shared with a consecutive column, but there is no row between the x and o decorations to allow for partial-shared.
Corollary 2.4 A column that has x and o decorations in the top and bottom grid squares will never encounter a nested scenario.
Proof This column will always be total-shared with any consecutive column.
Cyclic Permutation in Detail
In a grid, a column or row can be permuted left to right, right to left, bottom to top or top to bottom. Both the size of the grid and the relative position of the x and o markers in the permuted row or column is preserved under the permutation move. As stated in the introduction, the symmetry of grids dictates that each direction of permutation is analogous by a change of grid orientation. So henceforth, the discussion will focus on column permutations from left to right.
Permuting a column from left to right simply removes the first column from the grid and makes it the last column of the grid. However, the following gives another interpretation of how to accomplish a column permutation without removing and relocating any columns.
This alternate process extends the vertical strand in the farthest left column over the entire length of the grid. Then, like pulling the strand out of the plane of the knot, this vertical column can be commuted over the entire knot since it extends the entire length of the grid, thus wrapping the vertical portion of the column around to the opposite outermost column of the grid. See Figure 11 . This interpretation of the cyclic permutation can be accomplished in a series of intermediate grid moves called I 1 , I 2 ,I 3 and I 4 . These moves are stated in the next section and form the basis for the proof of Theorem 1.2.
Intermediate Grid Moves
The Proof Fix a grid diagram with grid number n. For different choices of x and o labeling, the same knot will be generated, so I will assume that the row containing the x in the first column is above the row containing the o. For alternate labeling, switch the roles of the x's and o's. Let x be in row m and o be in row k with standard top to bottom labeling. Let the o in the m'th row be in column s and the x in the k'th row be in column r.
(1) Start by adding a kink above the m'th column. This increases the grid size by 1, resulting in a grid number of n + 1. See Figure 13 . (4) The o and x in the k + 2'th row are adjacent, so by corollary 2.3, row k + 2 will never be nested. Commute the k+2'th row downwards (n + 2) − (k + 2) times until the o in the first column is in the bottom row. See Figure 16 . Now the grid number increased to n + 2 and the x and o decorations in the first column Figure 16 to occupy the top and bottom grid squares of the first column. Since no commutation encountered a nested scenario, the grid equivalence class was preserved. Proof Since the x and o decorations in the first column are in the top and bottom grid squares, by corollary 2.4, this column will never encounter a nested scenario. So commute the first column to the right once n − 1 times until it becomes the outermost right column. This clearly preserves the grid number and grid equivalence class. Since no commutated rows or columns were nested, the grid equivalence class was preserved and the grid number was reduced to n + 1. After I 4 , the grid number returned to the original value n, and the x and the o in the last column are in the same relative row positions as before the intermediate grid moves were applied. Since no commutated rows or columns were nested, the grid equivalence class was preserved. 
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